We present a multi-stage optimization method for efficient sensor deployment in traffic surveillance scenarios. Based on a genetic optimization scheme, our algorithm places an optimal number of roadside sensors to obtain full road coverage in the presence of obstacles and dynamic occlusions. The efficiency of the procedure is demonstrated for selected, realistic road sections. Our analysis helps to leverage the economic feasibility of distributed infrastructure sensor networks with high perception quality.
AVs has long been recognized. For example, the supervision of critical hotspots such as intersections has been a main focus. Cameras and communicating traffic lights improve the road safety and traffic flow at smart intersections [1] , [2] . A variety of V2I applicationsincluding blind spot detection, signal phase control, or road condition monitoring -are investigated in complex test environments such as Mcity [3] or CETRAN [4] . Car manufacturers are ready to keep up with this technology [5] .
A natural extension to such an infrastructure concept is the deployment of sensor networks not only to monitor selected points of high risk, but for a comprehensive and seamless coverage of the road. Pushing the trend towards reduced vehicle autonomy, the infrastructure can be enabled to take over more complex tasks such as cooperative trajectory planning, or even remote control. This requires dependable perception qualities of the sensor network, first of all complete sensing information, which makes optimal sensor placement a key prerequisite. A roadside infrastructure for the seamless surveillance of individual roads was for instance studied as part of the European SAFESPOT project [6] , using camera and laser sensors, whereas the German KoRA9 project [7] targets highway monitoring based on radar sensors. In both cases, a simplistic linear network topology is used. With a view to more complex, dynamic environments -such as smart cities, campuses, or automated parking systems -we see the need for improved sensor deployment strategies.
The article is structured as follows: Sec. II discusses related literature before our improved sensor deployment method is presented in the Sec. III. We demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithm for selected realistic scenarios in Sec. IV. Finally, we conclude in Sec. V.
II. Related work
In the last decades, area coverage problems have found a natural interpretation and continuation in terms of the placement of nodes in spatially distributed (wireless) sensor networks (WSN). Depending on the sensor model, a perfect tessellation is in general not possible, and a trade-off between coverage level and sensor costs has to be determined. Whereas omni-directional models characterize sensor nodes only by their range [9] , the degrees of freedom of the field of view (FoV) and the working direction angle add to the complexity of the coverage problem in directional sensor networks (DSN) [10] . A well-studied scenario is the placement of camera sensors to cover a confined three-dimensional environment such as the interior of a building [11] , [12] . Other work focuses on the seamless coverage of an extended open terrain (for example a battlefield) [13] , [14] . While in these scenarios the regions of sensor deployment and surveillance coincide, less attention has been dedicated to setups with reduced or even zero overlap. Importantly, different boundary conditions for the two respective cases impact the choice of applicable optimization methods. The requirements for complete coverage of a straight road segment with omni-directional sensors along the roadside is analyzed in [15] . Another line of research is concerned with the placement of sensors at strategic locations in large-scale road networks, see for instance in [16] . Here, the objective is the surveillance and control of the statistic traffic flow, not seamless road coverage.
Due to the typically large search space and the density of local extrema of the cost function, area coverage problems challenge traditional optimization schemes. Methods found in the literature range for instance from connected subgraphs [17] , a generalized virtual field approach [18] , and repulsive potential fields [19] to Voronoi diagrams [14] . To address the DSN placement problem in a numerical way, genetic algorithms (GA) [20] have emerged as a particularly useful tool [12] , [13] . Furthermore, meaningful design guidelines for a roadside infrastructure have to include objects dynamics, since vehicle traffic on a specific street segment can constitute a significant sensing barrier for behind street segments. The probability of occlusions can be reduced for instance by enforcing multiple coverage in specified priority regions [12] . Alternatively, the interception of likely vehicle paths can act as an additional objective for sensor placement (similar to e.g. [16] , [21] ).
The present article goes beyond current art in the following ways (see Sec. III):
• We study the coverage of arbitrary road geometries by a DSN of variable sensor type. The region for non-intrusive sensor placement (the roadside) has no overlap with the area to be covered (the road). • The harnessed genetic algorithm implements a customized crossover operation to breed offspring in a guided way. • We not only include the possibility of line-of-sight (LoS) obstacles and priority areas, but further introduce semi-transparent obstacles as a new feature to account for object dynamics. • We make use of symmetries of the underlying environment to further improve automated sensor placement. • We demonstrate a bottom-up approach to achieve near-optimal sensor placement on largely extended maps, by efficiently interfacing small-scale solutions.
III. Model
The elements and routines of the model are discussed individually below. Our optimization procedure follows the general structure of a genetic algorithm, as e.g. outlined in [22] . An illustration is given in Fig. 2 .
A. Environment model and sensor encoding
The environmental scene is defined as a twodimensional grid with variable cell size. Each square is assigned one of the five tags obstacle, blocked, street, free, sensor. Here, an obstacle blocks the line of sight of other sensors in range (e.g. building walls, vegetation etc.), while a blocked square does not interfere with sensors (e.g. sidewalks). The set of all street cells form the area to be covered by sensors, and the free squares define available positions for sensor placement. Once a sensor was placed, the cell obtains the tag sensor, which precludes the further positioning of sensors at the same position. Two additional features address the issue of dynamic occlusions in the sensor placement process. First, a subset of the street squares can be assigned the priority objective of being covered at least twice. On the other hand, we allow for a hybrid cell type of street and obstacle with a variable degree of transparency, meaning that a corresponding number of randomly selected grid cells in the shadow of the obstacle is occluded. The transparency value can be set to reflect the expected traffic density (see Sec. IV-B).
A sensor object s is defined by the tuple s = {r, ω; x, y, φ}, where r is the maximum sensing range, ω the horizontal field of view (FoV), x and y the integer grid coordinates of the sensor location, and φ the sensor orientation angle relative to the x-axis. The parameters r and ω can be adapted to model different sensor types such as camera, radar or lidar sensors. In this article, we assume that all sensors deployed in a given scenario are homogeneous, and r and ω are thus not subject to the optimization procedure. The continuum of orientation angles is reduced to the finite number of viewing angles from a selected location to all existing street cells of the scene. A sensor is assumed to exhibit uniform detection capabilities across its FoV. The variable sensor parameters represent the genes of the genetic algorithm, while a given set of sensors forms a chromosome, or solution.
B. Fitness function
The fitness function f evaluates the quality of a solution. Let us by N cov (n) define the number of street cells that are covered at least n times by a respective sensor network configuration (where we consider a street cell as covered by a sensor if the grid center is in the respective sensor's FoV). With that, f is chosen to be
Here, N prio represents the number of street cells whose additional priority constraints were satisfied, and N sens is the total number of deployed sensors. The first and second term in (1) attribute a reward in case a street cell is covered at all, or satisfies its predetermined priority, respectively. The third term penalizes the use of additional sensors, while the last term rewards the overlap of the FoVs of multiple sensors. Note that the latter optimizes the efficiency of the solution, as it tries to avoid a waste of sensing space, if full coverage of the scene is already achieved. To promote a more homogeneous coverage, overlap of a higher degree is assigned a slightly reduced reward. The weighting factors α, β, γ, and δ determine the hierarchy of the various objectives of the optimization procedure. For dependable surveillance, we stipulate the boundary conditions β = α − δ (to avoid double counting), α > γ, and γ > δ. In particular, to avoid extra overlap at the cost of additional sensors,
where N road is the number of street cells in the scenario.
C. Selection, crossover and mutation
Starting from an initial population size of N , parents are randomly paired in each generation to breed one child chromosome, with a crossover probability p cross . Subsequently, the population is resized by selecting N solutions from the total pool of N (1+p cross /2) chromosomes in the following way: The fittest ten percent of the population are directly transferred to the next generation, while diversity is maintained by an injecting rate of p div N new chromosomes to the mating pool. The remaining slots are filled by a roulette wheel selection scheme [20] . We further include elitism of the best chromosome of a generation.
An intuitive crossover approach was to swap a certain number of sensors from two parent solutions [11] . We find, however, that this does not provide a very efficient optimization path for our variation of the coverage problem. Instead, we use a more guided crossover function, in the form of sequential gene ranking. To crossbreed a new offspring chromosome, the individual genes of the two parent solutions are ranked in terms of i) the number of street squares they cover, given the current orientation and position, and ii) the number of street squares that are in range, given the current position. The latter is of interest because sensors with more street cells in their vicinity have a higher chance to end up in a valuable configuration, after a subsequent rotation. This parameter acts as a secondary decision criterion to break ties with respect to the primary criterion. The gene with the best ranking is carried over to the offspring chromosome, and the respective portion of covered street cells is removed from the scene. The crossover operation terminates if no parent genes with non-zero coverage contribution remain.
We apply a Gaussian mutation scheme [23] to the pool of all solutions, which disturbs an average portion of p mut percent of the population. For a given gene, the equally likely options of mutation are a modification of the position, the orientation angle, or the deletion of the respective sensor. Furthermore, we allow for a finite chance that mutation adds a random gene to the chromosome.
D. Termination threshold and success metric
The optimization procedure is stopped if the fitness value does not change anymore over a period of five consecutive generations. To give a more intuitive understanding of the quality of a configuration, we define in addition to (1) the success metric,
Here, l grid is the grid cell length. While 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 quantifies the covered portion of the area of interest, c eff relates to the average density of the sensor configuration with respect to the street space. The closer the solution gets to c eff = 1, the more efficient is the solution.
E. Greedy local search
GAs are well-suited to find solutions of high fitness within a large search space, however, their nature makes the identification of a global optimum in general improbable. We therefore apply a subsequent greedy search optimization, to further refine the optimal sensor configuration. The search follows the steepest ascent of the global fitness function, as determined by local variations of each individual sensor of the ensemble. Explicitly, for each sensor we vary i) the location, up to any of the twelve next-nearest neighbors of the grid, if available for sensor positioning, ii) the working direction, checking the ten next best discrete angles for nearest neighbors. The local search tests as well if it is favorable to iii) eliminate the respective sensor.
F. Symmetrization
Depending on the form of the sensing field, the topography of the sensor placement region etc., the placement procedure may naturally reproduce characteristic symmetry patterns of the underlying map. In anticipation of this effect, the appropriate symmetrization of candidate solutions can help the success of the method. However, while symmetry patterns are rather intuitive to the human eye, typical optimization algorithms are agnostic of this feature. We here choose the following approach: A given chromosome is first augmented with symmetry seeds, meaning that all operations of a symmetry group are subsequently applied, and the respective sensors are added to the ensemble. Next, an elimination operator seeks to pick the best, and at the same time most symmetry-compliant sensors from the augmented solution. This operator is very similar to a self-crossover operation discussed in III-C, just that the ranking method is modified. We now rank genes by i) the number of times a sensor appears in the augmented solution, and ii) the number of street cells covered. Hereby, the operator picks the most symmetry-compliant seed from the full sensor ensemble in the first iteration, and from thereon refers to the offspring solution itself to pursue a started symmetry pattern. We find that the optimization procedure is highly impacted by the number of pattern breaks. A pattern break occurs if no available sensor complies with the existing symmetry, but there are still street cells to be covered. By restricting the allowed number of pattern breaks, as estimated from the scene, the optimization procedure can be facilitated. After the symmetrization step, another local search helps to remove redundant sensors. For translation-symmetric maps, a subroutine examines the optimal translation vector.
IV. Results

A. Parametrization and efficiency
The various parameters controlling the genetic optimization procedure are interrelated in a complex way. Examining an intersection benchmark scenario, we find that this parametrization is well balanced by the choice given in Tab. I. Since offspring generated by the sequential ranking described in Sec. III-C is always more fit than any of the parents, the crossover rate is one. To verify the efficiency of the method, we compare its outcome against the result of a simple greedy search approach. The latter places the sensors in a deterministic fashion, by picking subsequently the best possible option with respect to the gene ranking described in Sec. III-C. Two selected scenarios similar to the ones in Sec. IV-B are studied. For the parking garage setup, our algorithm achieves a 17% higher efficiency c eff than the greedy search, at c = 1. For a fully covered four-way intersection on the other hand, c eff increases drastically by 75%, mostly due to the additional symmetrization procedure. The computational complexity of the genetic optimization can be estimated to scale as O(N gen, max · N · N road · N 2 sens, max ), where N gen, max represents the maximum number of generations and N sens, max is the maximum number of sensors that are placed on the given map.
B. Generic scenarios
We illustrate our method for the following scenarios.
1) Scenario 1 -Multi-lane highway:
Similar to the setup in [24] , the scenario of a four-lane motorway to be monitored by mid-range radar sensors is considered. In the case of right-hand side road traffic, the lanes to the right (the bottom in Fig. 3 ) are typically more frequented, e.g. by slow and long vehicles, which leads to a higher probability of occlusions. We account for such traffic dynamics by modeling the rightmost lane as a highly opaque obstacle, and as a result, sensor positions on the opposite roadside are favored. Checking for translation-symmetric solutions, we find an optimal configuration in the form of staggered lineup (see Fig. 3 ) with an inter-sensor distance of 46m.
2) Scenario 2 -Urban four-way intersection: We study the deployment of cameras with CCTV-typical sensing field characteristics [25] for an urban intersection, where building facades block the line of sight between adjacent legs of the intersection. The central crossing zone is assigned priority coverage. Symmetrizing the outcome of the genetic optimization with respect to C 4 rotations significantly improves the fitness of the solution. The most efficient configuration here forms a spirallike pattern, with mutually interlocked sensor fields, see Fig. 4 .
3) Scenario 3 -Parking garage: Third, we apply our optimization scheme to the scenario of an asymmetrically shaped parking garage containing various obstacles in the form of pillars and a separation wall. Monitoring in such a setup requires high accuracy and low sensitivity to illumination conditions, which is why we assume the deployment of high-precision radars with a narrow field of view [26] for high angular resolution. The solution spends 12 sensors to fully cover the garage, where favorable locations are for example found in the four corners (see Fig. 5 ). Due the lack of symmetries and the long sensor range, the coverage efficiency is low.
C. Scaling up
For increasing map sizes, the fast expansion of the search space challenges the optimization of infrastructure sensor placement, and the probability of finding efficient solutions reduces drastically. To tackle this scaling issue, we fragment a large map into a set of much smaller, elementary units, which can be solved efficiently with the optimization method described above. Subsequently, the elements are reassembled to form the original environmental setup, where we develop a customized stitching algorithm to adjust the interfaces.
The algorithm consecutively joins pairs of road junctions and straight road segments, by checking the most favorable translational shift of a sensor ensemble populating a straight road segment, while maintaining the respective sensor inter-distances and angles. The degrees of freedom associated with mirror reflections of individual elements are taken into account by applying a mirror-specific greedy search to a set of randomly generated global configurations. Our method efficiently determines near-optimal global sensor placements even for large maps. In Fig. 1 , we demonstrate the result of this procedure for an extended neighborhood in central Berlin, interfacing the solutions for four-way intersections and straight road segments that were derived in the above sections. The best configuration is picked here among a series of ten consecutive greedy searches. Our algorithm finds a solution with a high coverage efficiency c eff , where all intersections have the same, clockwise chirality.
V. Summary and conclusions
We present a method to optimize sensor placement, even in complex environments, by combining the three steps of genetic evolution, a greedy local search, and symmetrization. This approach performs significantly better than a benchmark greedy search method for the studied scenarios, in particular the exploitation of underlying map symmetries improves the fitness of a network configuration. Dynamic obstacles on the road are considered by either assigning priorities or defining transparent sensing barriers. This feature is key for realistic scenarios, as it can be used for example to mimic expected road traffic patterns. Eventually, we demonstrate an approach to efficiently optimize sensor placement on large maps, by interfacing sensor structures that are found to be optimal on a small scale. Different sensor types can be studied here as long as all sensors are homogeneous.
